
Oak Flooring

Oak flooring brings a warmth and character that is unrivalled into your 
home.  As well as creating a superb setting for your room it can also be 
a very practical choice.  If left, oak flooring will age to a natural patina, 
gathering history along the way, or if you prefer you can sand it back and 
refinish it numerous times for a clean fresh look.

The finishing options for oak flooring have expanded hugely in recent times 
and we are proud to offer not only a range of colours but also timber effects 
using advanced aging technology that combines with the natural tannins in 
oak to create wonderful effects.

For the floorboard itself, we offer a range of options to suit all budgets and 
applications.  We offer both solid and engineered boards, the information 
on the page opposite will help you to choose which board is correct for 
you. Alongside each range you can see the board options available, and 
dont forget you can always call us if you’d like some advice or to order some 
samples.

Bring the luxury of oak into your home...
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Sample service
Call us now on 
0114 247 4917 
to order your 
colour swatches 
and sample 
pack
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Which Flooring is Right for Me?

There are two major factors in choosing  which flooring to use, thickness and 
construction.   Two thicknesses are available, 15mm and 20mm.  20mm can be 
used either over an existing floor or as a structural floorboard fixed direct to the joists..  
15mm is not quite as strong and must be laid over an existing surface, such as an 
existing floorboard or a chipboard panel.
The choice of engineered or solid depends on the subfloor.  Engineered boards use 
an oak top layer bonded to a layer underneath and are more stable.  This makes 
them ideal for use over underfloor heating, or in bathrooms and conservatories 
where heat and humidity levels can vary a lot. 

Solid oak flooring as the name suggests is made from single pieces of solid oak.  In 
most scenarios this construction will perform well and is usually specified unless there 
is a specific reason to choose engineered.  Solid oak boards have 2 major benefits.  
The first is that they can be resanded almost endlessly, and if fitted correctly will literally 
last for generations, gathering character as they age.  They can often exhibit a more 
varied and interesting grain than engineered.  

Flooring Manufacture

Heritage is almost unique in that we manufacture both our solid and engineered 
boards in our UK factory.  This gives us complete control as we take the product from 
raw material right through to finish stage. 

We take the opportunity to ensure a top quality specification.  For our solid oak 
boards that means providing the flooring in good long lengths that make for a clean 
high quality look.  We can also supply fingerjointed flooring, made using shorter 
pieces joined together to create uniformly long 2.4m boards.   This is quicker to fit and 
is an excellent choice for customers looking to stick to a budget.

Engineered boards are made as a true multiply board with a birch plywood base.  
This is a much stronger construction that the more common 3 layer boards.  We use 
generous thicknesses of oak lamells, up to 6mm on our thicker boards, so that you 
can resand the flooring a number of times.

We welcome customers to visit our Sheffield manufacturing 
facilty where we would be happy to show you our flooring in 
more detail.

www.theheritagecollection.co.uk or call us on 0114 247 

Fingerjointed flooring in Traditional & Shades English Brown



Essentials Oak Flooring

Our Essentials range offers you a choice of oak floorboards, in either Natural 
unfinished, or Traditional with a clear coat. 

Natural flooring is ideal for projects where you need to finish the flooring on 
site, for example where matching to an existing decor is important.  Its also the 
best option if you prefer to use square edged rather than V groove boards, as 
these should be sanded after fitting with the finish applied afterwards.

Our Traditional range uses a special matt clear coat, carefully designed to keep 
the original subtle tones of the oak board and is a great choice for a simple 
clean look in your home.  

The full range of boards are offered in both finish types, from solid oaks 
through to engineered boards.

Oak flooring in its simple beauty...
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Timber grades

We offer our flooring in both rustic and prime grades.  This refers to amount of 
natural variation in the timber, both knots and other features.  Prime boards generally 
have only the occasional knot, leaving a very clean fresh look.  Rustic boards contain 
more knots and features and create a warm characterful feel.  Where possible we 
will not fill knots, leaving the natural character of the oak to shine through.

Rustic Prime



Natural Oak Flooring

Natural oak flooring is exactly as it sounds, oak flooring left unfinished, ready for you to 
select the colour and style of finish you would like to create or to match into existing decor.  
This is also the route to choose if you want square edged boards, as these need to 
be fitted, then sanded in situ to remove any uneveness prior to finishing on site.  The 
full range of our flooring constructions are available without finish from solid oak to 
engineered boards.

Traditional Oak Flooring

Traditional oak flooring is finished in a completely clear matt finish, protecting the oak 
without changing its suble natural colour.
We use a carefully selected finish, that unlike other clear coats does not change the 
oak colour to the harsh orange hue that is commonly seen.  This allows the pure natural 
charm of the oak to shine through.
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Sample service
Call us now on 
0114 247 4917 
to order your 
colour swatches 
and sample 
pack

Available Style
Fingerjoint 14mm
Rustic Solid Oak 20mm
Prime Solid Oak 20mm
Engineered Oak 15mm
Engineered Oak 20mm

Dimensions
14mm thick, 139mm wide, 2.4m lengths*
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
4mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths
6mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths

Available Style
Fingerjoint 14mm
Rustic Solid Oak 20mm
Prime Solid Oak 20mm
Engineered Oak 15mm
Engineered Oak 20mm

Dimensions
14mm thick, 139mm wide, 2.4m lengths*
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
4mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths
6mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths

*Fingerjoint 14mm is usually available in a 139mm width but occasionally 
may be produced in other widths.  Please call for availabilty.



Shades Oak Flooring

The Heritage Shades range uses the latest finishes and techniques to 
create a variety of colours and styles to suit every home.  We hand apply 
natural finishes to a range of solid and engineered oak boards to give you 
a wide choice of stunning contemporary finishes.  

Shades takes the natural beauty and variation of oak and tailors it to a 
number of highly individual styles so that there is a choice that will match 
whatever decor and look you are creating with your home project.

Shades Oak Flooring covers styles ranging from the bleached driftwood 
style of extra white through to the rich deep tones of Wenge and 
Chocolat.  Modern finishes means we can add colour tone without losing 
the wonderful grain patterns present in your new oak flooring that make 
every single piece completely unique.  

Remember that we manufacture and handfinish Heritage Oak Flooring 
right here in our factory in the UK using oak bought direct by us from 
French sawmills.  That means that if you need something unusual then 
all you need to do is call us and we’ll talk through your requirements and 
what’s possible.

We look forwards to helping you with your project and should you like 
to chat through your requirements then please do call our friendly sales 
team on 0114 247 4917.

Subtle colours to enhance your floor...
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Available Style
Fingerjoint 14mm
Rustic Solid Oak 20mm
Prime Solid Oak 20mm
Engineered Oak 15mm
Engineered Oak 20mm

Dimensions
14mm thick, 139mm wide, 2.4m lengths*
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
4mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths
6mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 



Extra White

This is a naturally whitened floor that creates a crisp bright 
look with a contemporary feel, ideal if you are creating a 
modern sleek look to your room. The whole board is softened 
to a paler shade with the grain picked out in strong white 
tones.
Extra White is available across the whole range of our 
flooring options from 14mm fingerjoint through to engineered 
oak.
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Old Grey

Old Grey creates a gentle weathered look to the boards 
with a light brown grain highlighted with subtle grey 
accents.  This creates a calm understated floor, that evokes 
memories of driftwood found on the beach.
Perfect as a neutral canvas for use with strong coloured 
accessories to create a relaxing yet wonderfully interesting 
room.

Clouds

Clouds takes the weathered look of Old Grey but adds a 
much stronger contrast with a nut brown base colour lifted by 
the grain being highlighted in a deep charcoal grey.  
The result is a wonderfully rustic and striking floor that is 
versatile enough to team up with many interior designs for a 
casual relaxing room.  This shades works exceptionally well 
with both rustic and also fingerjointed oak flooring.

*Fingerjoint 14mm is usually available in a 139mm width but occasionally may be produced in other widths.  Please call for availabilty on fingerjointed flooring.



Castle

Castle takes the ever popular grey theme to new levels.  
Intense smoky greys create a striking look without 
overwhelming the natural grain pattern of the oak.  In fact 
the flecks in the grain are picked up by the grey tone to really 
make the flooring stand out.
Castle is a great choice where you want the warmth of oak  
flooring but are looking to create a modern interior with a 
striking floor.

Cherry Red

Cherry Red flooring gives a room a warm inviting feel which 
brings to mind autumn colours.  The grain is highlighted in a 
deep brown colour with the heartwood showing as a striking 
rich red.
As with all of our Shades range, Cherry Red is a hand 
applied finish with a hardwearing hardwax oil applied and 
gently buffed into the oak.  The result is a floor that will look 
amazing and stand the test of time.

English Brown

Shades English Brown has an inherently period feel to it, 
and creates a deep rich attractive floor that is timeless and 
versatile. 
Wonderfully adaptable this floor lends itself to properties 
aiming for a classical look but can also be teamed with bright 
modern accessories for an up to date touch.

*Fingerjoint 14mm is usually available in a 139mm width but occasionally may be produced in other widths.  Please call for availabilty.Page 24



Smoked Oak Wenge

Wenge flooring recreates the look of the African wenge 
hardwood, prized for its strength and often used to make 
high end musical instruments. 
Deep dark rich brown tones teamed with a bold dark 
grain pattern creates an intense floor that would contrast 
wonderfully with cool bright decor to create a room full of 
charm and interest.

Chocolat

Chocolat almost looks good enough to eat!  This is a great 
choice if you are looking for a floor in the mid to darker end 
of the range of browns.
Chocolat flooring gives you a mid brown background colour,  
highlighted by a darker intense colour to the grain and is 
an adaptable flooring that will suit a range of different room 
decorative choices.

Sample service
Call us now on 
0114 247 4917 
to order your 
colour swatches 
and sample 
pack
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Smoked Oak is one of our most popular floors and its easy 
to see why.  Mid brown tones with the grain highlighted in 
a darker oak blend eye catching looks with just enough 
subtlety to avoid overpowering your decor.  
Smoked oak harks back to an era when oak flooring was left 
to weather and age to bring out its inherent charm.



Aged Oak Flooring

One of the great joys of oak flooring is that its character naturally develops 
over time, as the tannins in the timber slowly react to light.  The oak’s 
shade will naturally richen and the grain become more prominent.  The 
only downside is that this can take many years.

With Heritage’s Aged Oak Flooring range you no longer have to wait.  
By using special stains that react with the tannins, this process can be 
prompted to happen straight away.  We combine these reactive stains 
in a multi stage finishing process with various colouring and highlighting 
effects before adding a top coat of hardwax oil and the results are truly 
stunning.  

Heritage Aged Oak is available in a range of finishes, from cool shades of 
white right through to the deep rich tones of Baro and Double Smoked 
Oak.  

Your new oak floor looks as if it has been fitted for decades, and creates 
an instantly warm and reassuringly permanent feel.  Aged Oak Flooring 
is ideal for period properties as well as barn conversions where you want 
that look of timeless quality.

The Aged Oak range is available on the full range of oak flooring styles 
that we offer, all manufactured in our factory right here in the UK.

Carefully aged for a vintage look...
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Available Style
Fingerjoint 14mm
Rustic Solid Oak 20mm
Prime Solid Oak 20mm
Engineered Oak 15mm
Engineered Oak 20mm

Dimensions
14mm thick, 139mm wide, 2.4m lengths*
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
20mm thick, 139mm/168mm/188mm wide, 1.2-2.4m lengths
4mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths
6mm wear layer, multiply base, 186mm wide, 2.2-2.4m lengths

English Brown



English Brown

English Brown is a deep rich finish evoking memories of 
leather and old oak beams.  Combine with light coloured 
skirting and walls to give a striking luxury look to your room.
Each board is carefully aged to bring out the natural beauty 
and grain of the oak while developing that deep rich brown.  
The flooring is then finished with a hardwax oil that further 
enhance the grain structure whilst providing a durable 
resilient surface.

English Red

English Red is a warm and inviting floor with autumnal tones 
creating a rich and distinctive feel.  The aged oak board that 
forms its base ensures that the grain is highlighted, softening 
the bold colour.
English Red is a great choice for a room with strong colours 
or where you want to create a cosy space perfect for those 
winter evenings.

Weathered Oak

Weathered Oak creates a wonderfully light and airy floor 
that brings to mind the bleached tones of driftwood.  The soft 
creamy white finish creates an elegant base for a range of 
decor choices.
The aging process darkens the grain slightly to create a 
beautiful contrast and really allows you to appreciate the 
natural variations and patterns of the oak floor.

*Fingerjoint 14mm is usually available in a 139mm width but occasionally may be produced in other widths.  Please call for availabilty. Page 27



White

White flooring is a fresh and crisp choice for your home.  The 
boards are gently aged and then washed in a subtle white 
finish that creates an airy feel.
White flooring is a great option with light blues and greys and 
chalky white furniture paint to create a classic Scandinavian 
feel that will bring light to the most shaded space in your 
home.

Baro

Baro flooring really showcases the natural beauty of the oak 
by creating wonderful contrasts.  The finish highlights the 
different shades of the lighter summer wood and the darker 
heartwood to great effect.  This is a real show stopper of a 
floor.
The nut brown tones create a great neutral 
base for a variety of decor options, working 
particularly well with autumnal colours.

Cottage

Cottage uses a special water based stain to create an aged 
look that accentuates the grain of the wood to give it a depth 
and unique texture.  Once aged, the flooring is then coated in 
a hardwax oil for a soft but hard wearing finish.
Cottage flooring is a subtle paler shade that combines well 

with bold colours and 
patterned fabrics.

*Fingerjoint 14mm is usually available in a 139mm width but occasionally may be produced in other widths.  Please call for availabilty.

Sample service
Call us now on 
0114 247 4917 
to order your 
colour swatches 
and sample 
pack
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